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HIST 4114: Race and Gender in 

British Imperial Wars, 1830-present 

 
Sir Joseph Noel Paton: In Memoriam, 1858    Portrait of Lakshmibai, the Ranee of Jhansi, c. 1858 
Image description: women and children huddle  Image description: An Indian woman, Lakshmibaim the 

together and hide, fearful of rebelling Indian soldiers  Rani (or queen) of the Indian state of Jhansi. She is armed 

during the 1857 rebellion. Through the door, Scottish  for battle to participate in the 1857 rebellion. 
soldiers enter cautiously to rescue them. 

 

    

Kate Imy, kate.imy@unt.edu 

Pronouns: she/her/hers 

Virtual Office Hours Tuesday and Thursday 2-3 or by appointment. Office hour zoom: 

https://unt.zoom.us/j/95497270561 

 

Many scholars have referred to the nineteenth century as the “Pax Britannica” due to the relative 

peace between the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 and the start of the First World War in 

1914. Yet Great Britain repeatedly engaged in military campaigns to expand or control its 

empire. These included the Opium Wars (1839-42, 1856-60), Wars in Afghanistan (1839–42; 

1878–80; 1919), the 1857 Indian rebellion, and the Zulu (1879-1896) and Maori (1845 to 1872) 

Wars. From this perspective, the World Wars of the twentieth century, which were contests for 

imperial control, continued patterns of violence rather than deviated from a peaceful past. 

 

By focusing on the role of race and gender in Britain’s imperial wars, this course asks students to 

think critically about how colonial powers used gender and racial hierarchies to justify the use of 

military force. For example, sanctifying white women as victims of “black” rebels during the 

Indian Uprising of 1857, or exalting those same Indian troops as “Martial Races” against 

“decadent” and “effeminate” Chinese soldiers and civilians in the Opium Wars enabled Britain’s 

civilian population to support imperial military endeavors about which they otherwise knew very 

little. By the twentieth century, Britain’s reliance on colonial troops from places such as India, 

mailto:kate.imy@unt.edu
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Funt.zoom.us%2Fj%2F95497270561&data=02%7C01%7CKate.Imy%40unt.edu%7C116ef3009b87472019ba08d8451c5230%7C70de199207c6480fa318a1afcba03983%7C0%7C0%7C637335335226732346&sdata=howBSHrJAKJA2gK6KFRXGtOKRvUPk9vQiv%2Fh4wLCVF0%3D&reserved=0
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Australia, Canada, South Africa, and Nigeria instilled fear and anxiety that the days of all-

powerful British soldiers—which was itself an imperial fantasy—were now behind them.  

 

All course material, other than the two assigned textbooks, will be available via Canvas. 

Announcements will appear on Canvas, which will forward to your UNT email. Please make 

sure that you check these tools regularly for all relevant communication. This course is entirely 

remote. Please see page 9 for technology requirements and help. 

 

Course Objectives 

    1. Strengthen critical thinking skills 

    2. Learn to interpret and comment thoughtfully on a variety of materials (text, film, images)  

    3. Improve writing by formulating clear and concise arguments supported by primary source

 evidence 

    4. Analyze and interrogate both official narratives and personal histories by considering how

 they influence, intersect with, or depart from one another 

 

Required Materials: 
Required discussion readings listed on the syllabus other than the books below will be posted on 

Canvas. These will be discussed in weekly discussion boards. 

 

Required Books: 

Antoinette Burton, The First Anglo-Afghan Wars (2014) 9780822356622 

Stephanie Barczewski, Heroic Failure and the British (2016) 9780300180060 

 

Also required: Guns at Batasi (film) 1964. (link below) 

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu/login?url=https://media3.criterionpic.com/htbin/wwform/114?T=

F00173&ALIAS=F00173_EN.KF&M=1_95m1mdyy&DSTYLE=0#multimedia_resources_F00

173  

  

Grading: 
Grades are assigned based on points that students accumulate throughout the semester rather than 

percentages. Individual assignments are worth the following: 

 

Discussion Points = 150 (extra credit available) 

Primary Source Assignment = 50 

Paper Proposal = 50 

Midterm= 250 

Capstone = 250 

Final Exam = 250 

Total = 1000 

 

Points above do not count Extra Credit opportunities, which also apply to final grade totals. 

 

Points needed for Grades: 

A: 850 or higher 

B: 750-849 

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu/login?url=https://media3.criterionpic.com/htbin/wwform/114?T=F00173&ALIAS=F00173_EN.KF&M=1_95m1mdyy&DSTYLE=0#multimedia_resources_F00173
https://libproxy.library.unt.edu/login?url=https://media3.criterionpic.com/htbin/wwform/114?T=F00173&ALIAS=F00173_EN.KF&M=1_95m1mdyy&DSTYLE=0#multimedia_resources_F00173
https://libproxy.library.unt.edu/login?url=https://media3.criterionpic.com/htbin/wwform/114?T=F00173&ALIAS=F00173_EN.KF&M=1_95m1mdyy&DSTYLE=0#multimedia_resources_F00173
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C: 650-749 

D: 550-649 

F: 449 or lower 

 

The course is structured so that students who complete all assignments can easily get an “A” 

in the course. If you do most of the assignments, you should be able to get a B. This allows you 

to focus on doing the best you can each week and building your skills, rather than stressing about 

your percentage.  

 

To know how you’re doing overall, you can always subtract your current points total (available 

on Canvas) from the total points needed for your desired grade (say, 850 for an “A”) and 

compare this to the amount of points still up-for-grabs in the class.  

 

Students within one point may receive lenience in final grade assignments if they have 

demonstrated an upward trajectory. Otherwise, final scores and corresponding grades are non-

negotiable and final. Grades for individual assignments will appear on Canvas for your 

reference. Final exam scores will appear on Canvas only after final grades have been submitted.  

 

Assignments 
What is the typical weekly workload? Each week there are assigned readings, powerpoints, and 

discussions. Discussions focus on the assigned sources (including visual sources). You have the 

option to take extra credit quizzes that cover the sources and lecture material. Beyond that, there 

is one final, one midterm, a primary source assignment, a capstone assignment, and a capstone 

proposal. Additional extra credit opportunities are available. 

 

Which Assignments Are the Most Important? Check the points total for each, detailed above. 

That said, no individual assignment is mandatory. If you think “I don’t want to do the primary 

source capstone” or “I want to finish the class without taking the final” – great! Just be sure to 

plan ahead. There are a lot of extra credit opportunities and/or chances to participate as much as 

you want in the discussions to earn extra points. It doesn’t matter which assignments you 

complete if you get the total points needed for the grade that you desire!  

 

Where should I get information to complete discussions/assignments? Throughout the course I 

will be assessing your engagement with the assigned course material – PowerPoints, assigned 

materials like films, books, or sources – and nothing else. Things like your previous knowledge, 

what you learn from other classes, TV shows, or your own outside reading may enrich your 

understanding of the material but will not be taken into account on assignments. Further, it may 

distract from the learning of other students. All work should be original to you and based on the 

assigned course materials. Wikipedia and online encyclopedias are not appropriate sources 

for any assignment in this course. 

 

When are assignments due? All assignments, unless otherwise noted, are due through Canvas 

by Friday at 5pm during the week that they are assigned. It is the student’s responsibility to 

ensure that the assignment was submitted properly. Late assignments can be submitted through 

Canvas until the date that the final exam is released. There is a 48-hour grace period for all 

assignments, including discussions. Each day after the 48-hour grace period, 5% will be 

deducted per day, with a maximum of 50% deducted. In other words, you can still turn in late 
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work up until the last day of class for 50% credit. No assignments will be accepted after the 

final exam has been released. 

 

How can I get feedback on assignments?: Comments and feedback will be provided for all 

written assignments. If you have questions, concerns, or want further clarification about 

feedback or a grade, you can visit during virtual office hours, or email me to set up an 

appointment to discuss the results of individual assignments, starting 24 hours after the 

assignment has been graded. Please read comments first. Grades and assignment results will 

not be discussed prior to this time. When in doubt: communicate. 

 

Assignment Types 
Midterm (October 9, 5pm, 250 points max): The exams consist of identifications and essays 

based on quotations, terms, images, and prompts. This will be open book/open note and may be 

completed alone or in groups of up to four. For those working in groups: all group members 

should be identified and answers should be in the words of each individual student, not identical. 

 

Primary Source Capstone Proposal (October 23, 5pm, 50 points max): Students must prepare 

a draft proposal for their research essays or films. Proposals should identify the topic, whether 

they will be writing a paper or making a film, and reference at least two primary sources from 

online databases and archives that will be consulted for the project. The format for the proposal 

is open—students may choose to write an outline, a paper/script rough draft, a summary, or 

whatever is most useful. Being as specific and thorough as possible will be the most beneficial 

for getting early feedback on your project.  

 

Final Exam (December 9, 11:59pm – no grace period): The final exam will be a combination 

of essays and identifications based on quotations, terms, images, and prompts. This will be open 

book/open note and may be completed alone or in groups of up to four. For those working in 

groups: all group members should be identified and answers should be in the words of each 

individual student, not identical. 

 

Discussion Points (5pm Fridays): One of the most important elements of the course is to read 

and reflect on the assigned materials and to engage in dialogue with your classmates about these 

materials. I would encourage you to space out your contributions to the discussions to maximize 

your reflection and engagement with other students.  

 

Each week there will be a discussion forum where you can reflect on the lecture and primary 

source material. I encourage you to post to discussions early and often! (Of course, if this is not 

possible, do note that there is a 48-hour grace period for discussions)  

 

Points breakdown for discussions: Discussions will rely on student engagement with 

readings/visual materials, worth 10 points each. There are 15 weeks’ worth of discussion so 

10x15 =150.  

 

All points over 150 are essentially extra credit. Yay!  
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Students may earn weekly extra credit from discussions (more than 10) by posting multiple 

meaningful contributions, or contributions that make multiple points supported by specific 

examples/evidence. There is no cap on available extra credit for discussions. 

 

I define a “meaningful contribution” as something tied directly to the course material that 

does not simply repeat or agree with something another student has written.  

 

Samples of meaningful contributions: 

 

Written/visual source post (max. 10 pts) 

- An answer, with specific examples, to a discussion question. 

- A description of the author’s main argument or the intent/tone of an image/film 

- A quotation, with analysis, that you think best embodies the author’s/artist’s perspective 

- A respectful response to another student’s post that builds on what they said, with 

different evidence of your own. 

- A comparison of multiple documents/images and how they differ from one another 

- An analysis of an image from the powerpoint 

- A picture of your pet (5pts. Seriously). If you’re having a tough week, add a picture of a 

pet (or something else that’s cute/appropriate) to cheer on yourself and your classmates. 

Max 1 per discussion and no more than 3 per semester total. 

 

When in doubt, just ask yourself: does this contribution show that I read the primary 

source/assigned chapter and/or engaged with the visual source? If so, then you should be good! 

 

Primary Source Capstone: Research Essay or Film (November 20, 

5pm, 250 points max.) 

Students have the opportunity to choose whether they would like to complete a primary source 

essay or a research film as their capstone research assignment for this course.  

 

Primary source research essays are opportunities for students to conduct original research about a 

topic of their choice as long as it examines the role of race and/or gender in British 

Imperial Wars 1830-present. Students may choose any single conflict, region, profession, 

army, compare multiple of the same, or create an argument about specific ways in which ideas 

about race and/or gender were articulated from the nineteenth to the twenty-first centuries.  

 

These essays enable students to demonstrate their skills analyzing primary sources, building 

arguments about sources, and supporting arguments with evidence from the sources. Students 

should select their topics by choosing at least one primary source used in class and 

expanding on a topic related to that source. For example, if a student chooses a source from 

the 1857 documents, they might choose to write about gender in colonial wars. If they choose an 

image from the Opium Wars they might write about how racialized perceptions of Chinese 

civilians was used to justify violence. They should build their argument by selecting primary 

sources, analyzing them, and making a central point about race and/or gender as it relates 

to their topic of choice.  
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In addition to one primary source from class students must use at least four other primary 

sources to complete the essay. At least three of these must come from the archives and 

databases listed below (the fourth may be from these archives or from class). Students 

should support their argument with short quotations, names, dates, events, etc. and organize their 

ideas into paragraphs. Students are expected to demonstrate that they can make appropriate use 

of in-class materials and find relevant evidence from primary sources. Essays should be 

organized into paragraphs with a clear introduction that sets up the main argument of the paper. 

 

Students must use documents, films, interviews, and images from class and at least three 

sources from the following:  

 

• Primary source articles from British Periodical Index Plus: 

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu:2165/britishperiodicals/index  

• The National Army Museum:  https://collection.nam.ac.uk/  

• British and Irish Women’s Letters and Diaries: 

https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen%27s+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i

&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s

&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C  

• Images, films, or interviews from the Imperial War Museum: 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections  

• Films from British Pathé: https://www.britishpathe.com/  

 

Students may choose sources from any combination of the above as long as they use at least 

three of these external sources (one of each, three or more from the same, etc.) and a total of five 

sources (one from class, three from approved online sources, and at least one other source from 

an approved online archive or from class).  

 

If a student locates a primary source from another archive or library they should send me 

an e-mail requesting approval at least one week prior to the deadline. Secondary sources 

should be used sparingly and must be cleared by me at least one week prior to the deadline. 

 

Remember, your goal is to analyze primary sources to better understand a particular theme and 

topic, NOT to provide a narrative history of that topic. Follow the method that we have been 

using in the discussions (analyze a source and create an argument).  

 

Requirements: 

• Use at least 5 primary sources (at least 1 from class, at least 3 from approved 

online databases, and the other from either class or an approved database) 

• Essays should be between 1,500 and 2,000 words in length, not including 

footnotes – there is no specific font requirement. 

• Submit essays as word documents, not PDFs 

• Films should be approximately 5 minutes, ranging between 4:30 and 5:30. 

▪ They should follow the same general rules as the essay in that they have a 

central argument and ample engagement with primary sources including 

quotes, specific names/dates, examples, and analysis 

• Papers should include footnotes or works cited, according to the following style: 

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu:2165/britishperiodicals/index
https://collection.nam.ac.uk/
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections
https://www.britishpathe.com/
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▪  [For primary sources:] Author, “Article Title,” Periodical VOL# 

(DATE): page number, link to website for that item. 

▪ For books: Author, Book (Publication City: Publisher, Year), page. 

▪ [For items used in class] Author, Title (Year), page number. 

▪ If your paper includes footnotes, a separate Works Cited or 

Bibliography is not required.  

• Students submitting films should submit a works cited with a link to the (private) 

youtube video 

• If you are using images, please include a copy of each image, with the link to 

NAM, IWM, etc. in an appendix at the end of the essay. This will not count 

toward the page total. 

• Organize essay into paragraphs with a central argument articulated clearly at the 

end of the introduction (first paragraph). 

• Include short quotations or specific details from primary sources to support the 

argument. 

 

Automatic Deductions: Primary Source Essay: 

• Overlong or too short: -2% per 100 words or 15 seconds below or over 

length  

• Use of unapproved primary or secondary sources: -5% to -10% per source 

• Citations unclear or not included: -5% to -10% per source 

 

Capstone Grading Rubric 

 

 Highest achievement (235+): Follows instructions, makes a strong, clear central 

argument. Supports the argument with ample evidence including short quotations and 

paraphrased references from the sources. Organization is clear and all evidence supports the 

larger argument. 

 

 Good achievement (200-234): Includes some good observations and has an argument. 

Makes good use of evidence from sources. Follows most of the general instructions. 

Organization of ideas could be strengthened or are not always consistent with the main idea.  
  

 Moderate achievement (175-199): Has either good ideas or some strong evidence. 

Organization is not always clear and instructions were not necessarily followed. Stronger 

argument or better use of evidence would elevate this to a good achievement. 

 

 Poor achievement (150-174): Does not have clear main ideas. Most likely does not make 

use of evidence from the sources. Organizational problems throughout and failure to follow 

general instructions.  

 

 Failing assignment (149 or lower): Fails to follow instructions. Includes neither a strong 

argument nor includes evidence from the sources. Falls short of required length, makes use of 

unapproved materials, and/or does not cite sources (including evidence of plagiarism). 
 

Extra Credit Opportunities 
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Students are not expected or required to complete these assignments but may do so to earn extra 

points. There is no limit on the amount of extra credit that a student can earn. If a student is 

interested in doing a 3-minute video (and works cited) in lieu of an essay for the contemporary 

event analysis or favorite source analysis, send me a brief email outlining your plans at least a 

week before the deadline. 

 

1. Weekly quizzes. Short quizzes with multiple choice and true/false questions about 

assigned sources and lectures. These are meant to be fun, easy, and help you retain the 

week’s information while earning easy points. (10 points each).  

2. Contemporary event analysis (up to 100 points), due by November 1 at 5pm (not 

accepted late, may be submitted early). Compare depictions of race, gender, and war in 

contemporary events (the past 20 years). Write an 850-1000 word (roughly 2 pages 

single-spaced) essay that uses at least two sources assigned from class and at least two 

sources that depict contemporary events. Ideas might include how race, gender, and war 

are discussed in presidential campaigns, or in depictions of recent wars, or in trade 

debates, or about the pandemic, etc. For your “contemporary” sources I encourage you to 

be creative – you can use online newspapers but also things like films, pictures, or social 

media posts. Any citation style is fine as long as all sources include at least author, title, 

year, and a link to the source (if available). 

3. Favorite source analysis (up to 100 points), due by December 1 at 5pm (not accepted 

late, may be submitted early). Write an 850-1000 word (roughly 2 pages single-spaced) 

essay that links four sources (film, book, images, primary sources) from class in a 

creative way. You can do things like show similarity between the sources, create your 

own unique argument about how the sources connect, demonstrate how these sources 

show change over time, or something else! The most important part of this assignment is 

that you engage meaningfully and substantially (uses quotes and paraphrasing of key 

passages, contains analysis) with sources from the class. Any citation style is fine as long 

as all sources include at least author, title, year, and a link to the source (if available). 

 

Course Technology & Skills 
Minimum Technology Requirements 

• Computer 

• Reliable internet access  

• Microsoft Office Suite 

• Canvas Technical Requirements (https://clear.unt.edu/supported-

technologies/canvas/requirements) 

 

Computer Skills & Digital Literacy 

Provide a list of course-specific technical skills learners must have to succeed in the course, such 

as: 

• Using Canvas 

• Using email with attachments 

• Using Microsoft word 

 

Technical Assistance 

Part of working in the online environment involves dealing with the inconveniences and 

https://clear.unt.edu/supported-technologies/canvas/requirements
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frustration that can arise when technology breaks down or does not perform as expected. Here 

at UNT we have a Student Help Desk that you can contact for help with Canvas or other 

technology issues.  

 

The University is committed to providing a reliable online course system to all users. However, 

in the event of any unexpected server outage or any unusual technical difficulty which prevents 

students from completing a time sensitive assessment activity, the instructor will extend the 

time windows and provide an appropriate accommodation based on the situation. Students 

should immediately report any problems to the instructor and contact the UNT Student Help 

Desk: helpdesk@unt.edu or 940.565.2324 and obtain a ticket number. The instructor and the 

UNT Student Help Desk will work with the student to resolve the issues as soon as possible. 

UIT Help Desk: UIT Student Help Desk site (http://www.unt.edu/helpdesk/index.htm) 

Email: helpdesk@unt.edu      

Phone: 940-565-2324 

In Person: Sage Hall, Room 130 

Walk-In Availability: 8am-9pm 

Telephone Availability: 

• Sunday: noon-midnight 

• Monday-Thursday: 8am-midnight 

• Friday: 8am-8pm 

• Saturday: 9am-5pm 

Laptop Checkout: 8am-7pm 

 

For additional support, visit Canvas Technical Help 

(https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10554-4212710328) 

Rules of Engagement 
Here are some general guidelines for engaging with me and one another online: 

• While the freedom to express yourself is a fundamental human right, any communication 

that utilizes cruel and derogatory language on the basis of race, color, national origin, 

religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age, disability, 

genetic information, veteran status, or any other characteristic protected under applicable 

federal or state law will not be tolerated. 

• Treat your instructor and classmates with respect in any communication online or face-to-

face, even when their opinion differs from your own. 

• Ask for and use the correct name and pronouns for your instructor and classmates. 

• Speak from personal experiences. Use “I” statements to share thoughts and feelings. Try 

not to speak on behalf of groups or other individual’s experiences.  

• Use your critical thinking skills to engage with other people’s ideas, instead of attacking 

individuals.  

• Avoid using all caps while communicating digitally. This may be interpreted as 

“YELLING!” 

• Be cautious when using humor or sarcasm in emails or discussion posts as tone can be 

difficult to interpret digitally. 

mailto:helpdesk@unt.edu
http://www.unt.edu/helpdesk/index.htm
mailto:helpdesk@unt.edu
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10554-4212710328
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• Avoid using “text-talk” unless explicitly permitted by your instructor. 

• Proofread  

• Keep in mind that online posts can be permanent, so think first before you type. 

See these Engagement Guidelines (https://clear.unt.edu/online-communication-tips) for more 

information. 

Academic Integrity Standards and Consequences  
According to UNT Policy 06.003, Student Academic Integrity, academic dishonesty occurs when 

students engage in behaviors including, but not limited to cheating, fabrication, facilitating 

academic dishonesty, forgery, plagiarism, and sabotage. A finding of academic dishonesty may 

result in a range of academic penalties or sanctions ranging from admonition to expulsion from 

the University. 

 

In this course, all work must be original to each student and may not be completed in pairs or 

groups, unless otherwise specified. Doing so may warrant a zero grade for that assignment. 

Wikipedia, cliffs notes, sparks notes, blogs, and online encyclopedias are not appropriate sources 

and should not be consulted when completing any assignments. Doing so may warrant a zero 

grade. Evidence of unoriginal work will result in failing the assignment. All appropriate sources 

(primary and secondary) should be cited in footnotes. Typical university protocol on plagiarism, 

as stated on the UNT Academic Integrity website (http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-

integrity ), will be enforced.  

 

Course materials may not be distributed or posted online without the express written consent of 

the instructor. Students and instructors should not be recorded without their consent. A failure to 

do so constitutes a theft of intellectual property and may warrant dismissal from the course, an 

“F” grade, and appropriate UNT disciplinary action. 

 

Respect and Professional Conduct 
Students are expected to treat one another, the course, and professor with the respect of a 

workplace. Staying on topic and remaining professional in your engagements with one another 

helps to maintain a stable working environment for your classmates. Bullying or aggressive 

behavior will not be tolerated. Please avoid non-academic tangents or reflections on non-

assigned materials during discussions.  

 

Student behavior that interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct a class or other students’ 

opportunity to learn is unacceptable and disruptive and will not be tolerated in any instructional 

forum at UNT. Students engaging in unacceptable behavior may be referred to the Dean of 

Students to consider whether the student's conduct violated the Code of Student Conduct. The 

Code of Student Conduct can be found at www.deanofstudents.unt.edu 

 

Sexual Discrimination, Harassment, & Assault 
UNT is committed to providing an environment free of all forms of discrimination and sexual 

harassment, including sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. If you (or 

someone you know) has experienced or experiences any of these acts of aggression, please know 

that you are not alone. The federal Title IX law makes it clear that violence and harassment based 

on sex and gender are Civil Rights offenses. UNT has staff members trained to support you in 

https://clear.unt.edu/online-communication-tips
http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-integrity
http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-integrity
http://www.deanofstudents.unt.edu/
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navigating campus life, accessing health and counseling services, providing academic and 

housing accommodations, helping with legal protective orders, and more. 

 

UNT’s Dean of Students’ website offers a range of on-campus and off-campus resources to help 

support survivors, depending on their unique needs: http://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources_0 

 

Tutoring and Study Sessions 
For tips about strengthening your study skills, writing ability, and time management, or for 

coordinating study sessions and meeting tutors, please feel free to contact UNT’s learning center. 

https://learningcenter.unt.edu/ 

 

ADA Accommodation Statement  

UNT makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking 

accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability Access (ODA) to verify their 

eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide a student with an accommodation 

letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion regarding one’s specific course 

needs. Students may request accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of 

accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in 

implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of accommodation for every 

semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. For 

additional information see the ODA website at disability.unt.edu. 

 

If you are receiving accommodations from the ODA please make an appointment to meet with 

me, preferably within the first two weeks of the semester, so that we can ensure that all 

accommodations can and will be met appropriately in the course.  

 

Emergency Notification & Procedures 
UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify students with critical information in the 

event of an emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and health and public safety 

emergencies like chemical spills, fires, or violence). In the event of a university closure, please 

refer to Canvas for contingency plans for covering course materials. 

 

Course Schedule 

 

Week 1 (Aug 24-28)

Lecture Topic

Oceans and Imperial 

Imaginations before 1850

Discussion Reading 

Heroic Failure, Introduction & 

Chapter 1 & 2

Week 2 (Aug 31- Sept 4)

Lecture Topic Crimean War

Discussion Reading Heroic Failure, Ch 3 

Assignment

Primary Source Analysis:  

Nightingale Articles and 

Excerpts from Mother Seacole 

Week 3 (Sept 7-11)

Lecture Topic Creating the "Martial Races"

Discussion Reading

Anglo-Afghan War Docs; Maori 

War Documents

Week 4 (Sept 14-18)

Lecture Topic Narratives of the 1857 Revolt

Discussion Readings 1857 Documents

http://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources_0
https://learningcenter.unt.edu/
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Week 5 (Sept 21-25)

Lecture Topic Great Games For Whom?

Discussion Readings Anglo-Afghan War Docs

Week 6 (Sept 28- Oct 2)

Lecture Topic

Masculinity, Femininity, and 

the Scramble for Africa

Discussion Readings Heroic Failure Ch. 4-5

Week 7 (Oct 5-9)

Discussion Review for Midterm

Assignment Midterm Due

Week 8 (Oct 12-16)

Lecture Topic Lost Heroes?

Discussion Reading Heroic Failure Ch. 6

Week 9 (Oct 19-23)

Lecture Topic

Concentration Camps and 

Gentlemen's Wars

Discussion Reading Boer War Documents

Assignment Capstone Proposals

Week 10 (Oct 26-30)

Lecture Topic The First World (Imperial) War

Discussion Readings

Excerpt from Mulk Raj Anand 

and Indian Soldiers' Letters. 

Optional: Heroic Failure 7 and 

Conclusion

Extra Credit

Nov. 1, 5pm: Last Day to 

submit contemporary event 

analysis extra credit

Week 11 (Nov 2-6)

Lecture Topic Gender in Anti-Colonial Revolts

Discussion Readings Anglo-Afghan War Docs

Week 12 (Nov 9-13)

Lecture Topic

The Second World (Imperial) 

War

Discussion Readings

IWM Oral Histories and British 

Pathe Exercise

Week 13 (Nov 16-20)

Lecture Topic Indian Partition

Discussion Readings Parititon Docs

Assignment Capstones Due

Week 14 (Nov 23-27)

Lecture Topic Trade Wars and Decolonization

Discussion Materials Guns at Batasi (film)

Extra Credit

Favorite source analysis extra 

credut due by December 1 at 

5pm

Week 15 (Nov 30-Dec 4)

Lecture Topic

Wars of Empire? Race and 

Gender in the Modern World

Discussion Materials

Samantha Lewthwaite episode 

or article 

Finals Final Exam due December 9


